Wartime Cultural Collateral Damage in Laos; Vat Taleo Kao: an interactive visualization archive of a semi-abandoned “destroyed” Buddhist monastery
According to the slender site signage recently erected by the Savannakhet Provincial
Tourism Department (in English and in Lao but not in Thai: although with the completion of the Second Mekong Friendship Bridge linking Savannakhet with Mukhdahan,
the flow of Thai tourists is now quite considerable), on 20th November, 1969, American
F-105 aircraft bombed Vat Taleo, reducing it completely to “brick rubble and pieces of
glass”. (Most of the F-105s attacking targets in Lao during the Second Indochina War
flew out of the joint Royal Thai Air Force/USAF base at Thakli, near Nakhorn Sawan;
c. 240 km NNW of Bangkok, Thailand.)

The erstwhile Vat Taleo, now Vat Taleo Kao (i.e., “old Vat Taleo) —located about 60
km southeast of Savannakhet, the second largest city in the Lao PDR— was founded in
the years after the First World War; although absent the stela or horoscope mandala
ordinarily erected at Lao Buddhist temples, the exact date of the construction of the
Vihaan (i.e., main image hall) is unknown. It is commonly accepted that the community
supporting Vat Taleo’s creation was (and perhaps still is) Phu Tai.
The defintion of “Phu Tai” is somewhat fluid and it may apply either to uplanders
amongst the majority Lao Loum people; or conversely, referring to specific ethnic minority speakers of a dialect in the Kading linguistic family, of which there is a considerable population —ca. 750,000 on both banks of the Mekong— in south central Lao and
in Isaan, Thailand. Phu Tai is far enough from Lao as to have been mutually unintelligable, and indeed was a spoken language only. The Phu Tai under either definition have
been primarily Theravada Buddhists for many centuries. The original inscriptions and
image captions remaining in the Taleo vihaan (on which more below) are in classical
Lao; and on visiting the site in July 2016, our team spoke only modern Lao to the
local people.
Already this appears a questionable assertion, since we have never seen glass appreciably used in temple architecture —both old and new— anywhere in Lao; but moreover,
while other buildings in the original Vat Taleo compound were clearly completely destroyed and never reconstructed, the vihaan which remains —and which we have been
extensively archiving in digital media— itself survived the attack in more or less its
present condition. Which, with the exceptions of a partially rebuilt roof; recently added
light structural steel shoring; and major cracks in the unreinforced masonry brickwork,
is likely how it appeared just before the bombs were dropped. Also, the present murals, illustrative largely of the Vessantara Jataka so beloved by the Lao and Isaan people
and in our opinion, unlikely to have been appreciably restored or even systematically
conserved, are typical in coloration and style of “naïve” Lao/Isaan rural temple art and
are almost certainly the originals, probably dating to the 1930s. With some reason,
no doubt, the creators of the signage obviously have a political axe to grind with the
Americans, and are playing loose with factuality.
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Left unmentioned in that signage is that according to first-hand eyewittness still living
in the neighboprhood, the Vat Taleo compound was occupied for days or weeks before
the bombing by soldiers whom they identified as “Viet Minh” (or more correctly, North
Vietnamese regulars,) who would have infiltrated westwards of the Chaine Annamitique range through the many branches of the Ho Chi Minh trail entering Savannakhet,
in support of their revolutionary comrades, the Pathet Lao then warring to bring down
the Royal Lao Government (in which they succeeded in 1975 following the collapse of
American support for its Indochina allies). The villagers knew then it was only a matter of time before vast American firepower would rain down on the Viets, and left the
region for their own safety. Accordingly, there were almost no ethnic Lao (or Phu Tai)
victims of the subsequent bombing raid.
Amazingly, the one bomb —a direct hit— which penetrated the roof of the vihaan was
a dud, although some years went by before it was finally defused and removed. Its baleful presence, nevertheless, was probably the main reason that the Taleo sangha abandoned the original temple, and created the new Vat Taleo Mai several km away. While
there have been no resident monks there since 1969, the Vat Taleo Kao altar evidently
remains consecrated and it is certainly even now used for worship and merit making.
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